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Why Long-lived Particles?
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•Dark sector 
=DM+dark mediators

•Standard Model 
=fermions+force mediators

The dark sector

• Not a surprise: dark sector particles have a wide spread in lifetime

Why Long-lived Particles?
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Why Looking for Long-lived Particle at LHC?

• LHC will accumulate more data

• Exp collaborations have broad physics programs: SUSY, composite 

H, extra Dim, etc.

• New directions?
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• Physics potential from a lot of new data 

• Very rare signal

• E.g. dark sector, rare decays, ... 


• More data can help reducing systematics

• Precision measurements

An important example:  
Long-lived particles

Why Looking for Long-lived Particle at LHC?
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CMS High Granularity Calorimeter
• Motivation


• Upgrade for radiation 
tolerance and pile-up  


• Tracker, calorimeter 
and timing integrated 
in one detector


• Will provide much 
more information 
than any previous 
calorimeters
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LLP motivation @ HGCAL
• Own triggers


• Tracker with silicon cell 0.5~1 
cm2 for EM


• Angular resolution of  5x10-3 

rad stand-alone from high 
granularity (improvement by 
combining with ID trackers)


• Timing resolution ~ 25 ps from 
silicon sensor


• Semi-central coverage good 
for forward LLP 
  Collinear enhancement 
  Pt PS suppression

What is the HGCAL sensitivity for LLP?
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LLP Model
• Higgs portal LLP: a very small mixing 

ℒ ⊃ λX2H†H

• LLP decay

X → b̄b

• LLP production from Higgs decay


• Gluon fusion


• Vector boson fusion

• Trigger: displaced track trigger with/without large HT 
requirement, and traditional VBF trigger
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The Search Strategy
• Choose the leading 5 tracks (Pythia, pT, hitting HGCAL ) and 

calculate the 4D trajectories (including angular resolution effect)

• Perform a 2D track bundle vertex finder by minimizing the 
quantity 

• Ri is the curvature of the ith track, {xcen, ycen} are the center of the track


• We obtain the fitted DV {x, y}, and define


• The goodness of fit ΔDmin

rDV = x2 + y2

• With the angular velocity of the track, we can determine the 
referencing point to DV for each track {xi, yi, zi, ti}

• A time delay quantity can be defined Δti = ti − x2
i + y2

i + z2
i
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The signature of the signal

• Multiple tracks with large impact parameters from the 
same displaced origin
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The SM Backgrounds
• QCD backgrounds


• Most of them are prompt
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• Large impact parameter dominantly from KS (cτ ~ 2.7 cm)


• B (cτ ~ 0.045 m) and D meson (cτ ~ 0.03 m) too small
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The SM Backgrounds
• Fake track backgrounds


• wrong connection of the hitting points in the tracker system 
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• Very distinct features comparing with QCD backgrounds


• Easy to have large impact parameter


• Poorly fit to the same origin 
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Kinematic Features
• Check the kinematic distribution for 12
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FIG. 3. The kinetic variable distributions for the QCD background, fake track background and the gluon

fusion signal. The angular resolution e↵ect is applied for QCD background and the signal. The variables

are DVr, �r[DVxy
r ] in the top panel, t̄, z̄, �t in the middle panel, and SDt, SDz, SD�t in the bottom panel.

For the signal, we take X mass to be 20 and 50 GeV respectively, but with the same lifetime of c⌧X = 1

m. The vertical dotted black line indicates the cut proposed on this variable. Zhen: It is very surprising

for the signal (e) provides less discrimination power than (c). Is this still true if one imposes SDt < 0.3 ns?

Jia: The above distributions have not applied cuts. For the discrimination power, t̄ and �t choose one is

enough. And �t has a cancellation e↵ect, which makes it less powerful.
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Kinematic Features
• Check the kinematic distribution for

• Standard Deviation of the tracks quantities

12
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FIG. 3. The kinetic variable distributions for the QCD background, fake track background and the gluon

fusion signal. The angular resolution e↵ect is applied for QCD background and the signal. The variables

are DVr, �r[DVxy
r ] in the top panel, t̄, z̄, �t in the middle panel, and SDt, SDz, SD�t in the bottom panel.

For the signal, we take X mass to be 20 and 50 GeV respectively, but with the same lifetime of c⌧X = 1

m. The vertical dotted black line indicates the cut proposed on this variable. Zhen: It is very surprising

for the signal (e) provides less discrimination power than (c). Is this still true if one imposes SDt < 0.3 ns?

Jia: The above distributions have not applied cuts. For the discrimination power, t̄ and �t choose one is

enough. And �t has a cancellation e↵ect, which makes it less powerful.
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The Cut Flow Table
• QCD bkg: pT>20GeV with jet matching

• Fake track bkg: five displaced tracks and HT>100GeV 
L1 trigger rate of 10 kHz (same as Yuri and Simon), HL-LHC 108 sec

16

We see that the distribution of fake tracks is quite di↵erent from signal in general, due to its

random nature while the signal tracks do coming from a same but displaced vertex. We propose

the six cuts according to the distribution and the cut flow table is given in Table I. Explicitly, the

cuts for DV fitting variables are,

rxyDV > 0.16 m, �Dmin < 0.02 m, t̄ > 1 ns, SDt < 0.3 ns, z̄ > 0.4 m, SDz < 0.05 m, (6)

which we denoted them as vertexing-cuts. Jia: Renamed as vertexing-cuts. They can all be used

at L1? The variables �t and SD�t are highly degenerate with t̄ and SDt so we do not put separate

cuts on them.3

type of bkg Nini 5 tracks rxyDV > 0.16 m �Dmin < 0.02 m t̄ > 1 ns SDt < 0.3 ns

jj dijet 5.1⇥ 1014 9.4⇥ 10�1 1.0⇥ 10�2 (⇤) 8.7⇥ 10�1 3.0⇥ 10�2 (⇤) 7.3⇥ 10�1

bb̄ dijet 1.1⇥ 1013 1.0 7.7⇥ 10�3 (⇤) 9.2⇥ 10�1 2.4⇥ 10�2 (⇤) 7.4⇥ 10�1

fake track 1⇥ 1012 5.6⇥ 10�1 4.6⇥ 10�2 2.2⇥ 10�3 2.8⇥ 10�2 6.2⇥ 10�5

ggF ms = 20 GeV 1.3⇥ 108BR 0.36⇥ 3.1⇥ 10�1 5.3⇥ 10�1 8.6⇥ 10�1 9.9⇥ 10�1 9.6⇥ 10�1

ggFms = 50 GeV 1.3⇥ 108BR 0.8⇥ 3.5⇥ 10�1 3.5⇥ 10�1 8.8⇥ 10�1 9.8⇥ 10�1 9.5⇥ 10�1

type of bkg z̄ > 0.4 m SDz < 0.05 m ✏vtc (dT0 > 0.03 m)5 Nfin

jj dijet 3.4⇥ 10�2 (⇤) 4.9⇥ 10�1 3.0⇥ 10�1 (7.2⇥ 10�4)5 2.8⇥ 10�2

bb̄ dijet 2.7⇥ 10�2 (⇤) 4.9⇥ 10�1 2.9⇥ 10�1 (6.5⇥ 10�4)5 3.7⇥ 10�4

fake track 5.9⇥ 10�2 5.4⇥ 10�3 5.8⇥ 10�13 3.4⇥ 10�1 1.1⇥ 10�1

ggF ms = 20 GeV 9.8⇥ 10�1 8.6⇥ 10�1 1.2⇥ 10�1 2.9⇥ 10�1 4.3⇥ 106 ⇥ BR

ggFms = 50 GeV 8.9⇥ 10�1 8.6⇥ 10�1 9.0⇥ 10�2 8.0⇥ 10�1 9.5⇥ 106 ⇥ BR

TABLE I. The cut-flow table for the QCD background, fake track background and the signal. Nini and Nfin

are the event numbers with no cuts and with all cuts. These numbers correspond to integrated luminosity

of L = 3 ab�1 at HL-LHC. “5 tracks” requires each track pT > 1 GeV and at least 5 tracks arriving at

HGCAL. “✏vtc” is the total e�ciency for the vertexing-cuts without the cuts with star marks (*). The d0

cuts is calculated after applying the vertexing-cuts. For signal, the two benchmark are with X mass 20 (50)

GeV and lifetime c⌧X = 1 m.

In Table I, Nini and Nfin are the initial event numbers and the final event number after the cuts

in the table. The column “5 tracks” comes from the requirement that at least 5 tracks arriving at

HGCAL. For signal, it has two parts, the first part is the geometric probability for at least one X

to decay within |z| < 1.5 m and the second part is the e�ciency for tracks to arrive at HGCAL.

For QCD background and fake track background, they only have the geometrical e↵ect.

3
For a general discussion on e↵ectiveness of time-delay variable for a broad class of LLP signatures, see Ref. [20].
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Pre-cuts for DV fitting

• Fake track bkg suppressed because its random origin
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TABLE I. The cut-flow table for the QCD background, fake track background and the signal. Nini and Nfin

are the event numbers with no cuts and with all cuts. These numbers correspond to integrated luminosity

of L = 3 ab�1 at HL-LHC. “5 tracks” requires each track pT > 1 GeV and at least 5 tracks arriving at

HGCAL. “✏vtc” is the total e�ciency for the vertexing-cuts without the cuts with star marks (*). The d0

cuts is calculated after applying the vertexing-cuts. For signal, the two benchmark are with X mass 20 (50)

GeV and lifetime c⌧X = 1 m.

In Table I, Nini and Nfin are the initial event numbers and the final event number after the cuts

in the table. The column “5 tracks” comes from the requirement that at least 5 tracks arriving at

HGCAL. For signal, it has two parts, the first part is the geometric probability for at least one X

to decay within |z| < 1.5 m and the second part is the e�ciency for tracks to arrive at HGCAL.

For QCD background and fake track background, they only have the geometrical e↵ect.

3
For a general discussion on e↵ectiveness of time-delay variable for a broad class of LLP signatures, see Ref. [20].
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For a general discussion on e↵ectiveness of time-delay variable for a broad class of LLP signatures, see Ref. [20].
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Impact Parameter

9

FIG. 3. The survival probability PSVV(d`
0
0
> d0) for the lepton `

0 from the sterile neutrino decay

N ! `
0
jj, as a function of the minimal d0 cut. From left to right, the proper lifetime of sterile

neutrino c⌧ are set as 0.1, 10 and 1000 meters, respectively. The two gray dashed arrows show

d0 = 0.2 cm and d0 = 2 cm, which correspond to our benchmark selection cut.

transverse impact parameter d0 as1

d0 =

s

x2 + y2 � (xpx + ypy)
2

p2x + p2y

. (11)

We require the sterile neutrino N to decay within the detector region r < 0.5 m and

|z| < 1.2 m, where r is the radial distance to the beam line. These numbers are chosen to

guarantee that the lepton from the decay of the sterile neutrino would pass at least four

Outer Tracker layers in either central or forward region, based on the Phase-2 upgrade of the

CMS tracker [77]. Moreover, each layer of Outer Tracker consists of two closely spaced silicon

sensors, which are called pT modules to reject the low pT tracks. The threshold is about 2

GeV which is easy to satisfy for our signal, based on the pT distribution of displaced lepton in

Fig. 2 and in particular for the events passing our trigger selection. The silicon sensors have

a good granularity to provide sufficient spatial resolution and the module has a pT resolution

of 5%. If the electromagnetism calorimetry also has an excellent pointing resolution, using

one layer of the Outer Tracker could be good enough to identify the direction of the track

and measure the pT , the detector region can be enlarged to r . 1 m and |z| . 2.5 m. In

this case, the volume of the detector is increased by a factor of 8, leading to a significant
1

For simplicity, we ignore the bending of tracks in this study as the displaced leptons pT is sufficiently

large. Furthermore, the hard prompt lepton enable us to reconstruct the three-dimensional position of

the primary vertex, additional requirement on the three-dimensional impact parameter can compensate

this simplification and improve our results.

4

EPJ Web of Conferences 214, 01009 (2019) https://doi.org/10.1051/epjconf/201921401009
CHEP 2018

Figure 3. Illustration of the impact parameters of a track in the transverse plan (left) and RZ-
plane (right). The transverse impact parameter d0 is defined as the distance of closest approach to
the beam line (z-axis). The longitudinal impact parameter z0 is defined as the value of z of the point
on the track that determines d0. A more detailed description of the impact parameters can be found in
Ref. [4].

Table 1. The rate and efficiency of the isolated muon trigger with a pT threshold of 26 GeV
(mu26_ivarmedium) for three ∆z requirements.

Requirement of ∆z Rate [Hz] Efficiency
at a pileup of 60

Efficiency
at a pileup of 80

∆z< 6 mm 223 96% 91%
∆z< 3 mm 232 98% 95%
∆z< 2 mm 239 99% 97%

5 Efficiency measurement in the 2018 data

The efficiency of the muon trigger is evaluated with a tag-and-probe method using offl ine
selected Z → µµ events [5]. For the selection of the Z-boson sample, invariant mass of
a pair of oppositely charged muons is required to be consistent with the mass of Z-boson
within 10 GeV. If one of the two muons is reconstructed fulfilling the medium identification
criteria [5], is matched to a trigger muon, and has pT > 25 GeV, it is a candidate for the tag
muon. The other muon is a candidate for the corresponding probe muon. The muon trigger
efficiency is defined as the fraction of prove muons as

Efficiency =
Number of probe muons matched to a trigger muon

Number of probe muons
. (1)

In Eq. (1), the effect of background contribution was found to be negligible.
Figure 4 shows the absolute efficiency of L1_MU20, the absolute efficiency of the OR of

mu26_ivarmedium and the High Level muon trigger with a pT threshold of 50 GeV (mu50)
and the relative efficiency of the High Level muon trigger to the Level 1 muon trigger as
a function of the offl ine muon pT. The trigger efficiencies are evaluated separately in the
barrel and endcap regions, since the MS features different technologies and has different
geometrical acceptance in each region. The muon trigger has high efficiencies for pT greater
than the thresholds.
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Kinematic Features
• Transverse impact parameters

• QCD bkg has a good Gaussian shape because pre-cuts excludes KS 
meson decays


• Gaussian width comes from angular resolution 
3 m x 5x10-3 rad = 0.015 m

19
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FIG. 6. The distributions for transverse impact parameter d0 for QCD background, fake track

background and the signal. Panel (a) has no angular resolution e↵ect and no magnetic field. Panel

(b) has no angular resolution e↵ect but with a magnetic field of 3.8 Tesla. Panel (c) has an angular

resolution e↵ect and the magnetic B field. Panel (d) has both e↵ects and also applied vertexing-

cuts. The dashed black lines are the Gaussian function with a spread of 0.015 m, corresponding to

the angular resolution times the z coordinate of the HGCAL.

angular resolution e↵ect is not included either. The fake tracks have a flat d0 distribution

from its definition. The signal has a broad distribution due to the delayed decay of X.
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Independence Check is Necessary

• QCD bkg: impact parameter cuts are independent?


• Should be, because they are from angular resolution smearing

16
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cuts on them.3

type of bkg Nini 5 tracks rxyDV > 0.16 m �Dmin < 0.02 m t̄ > 1 ns SDt < 0.3 ns

jj dijet 5.1⇥ 1014 9.4⇥ 10�1 1.0⇥ 10�2 (⇤) 8.7⇥ 10�1 3.0⇥ 10�2 (⇤) 7.3⇥ 10�1

bb̄ dijet 1.1⇥ 1013 1.0 7.7⇥ 10�3 (⇤) 9.2⇥ 10�1 2.4⇥ 10�2 (⇤) 7.4⇥ 10�1

fake track 1⇥ 1012 5.6⇥ 10�1 4.6⇥ 10�2 2.2⇥ 10�3 2.8⇥ 10�2 6.2⇥ 10�5

ggF ms = 20 GeV 1.3⇥ 108BR 0.36⇥ 3.1⇥ 10�1 5.3⇥ 10�1 8.6⇥ 10�1 9.9⇥ 10�1 9.6⇥ 10�1

ggFms = 50 GeV 1.3⇥ 108BR 0.8⇥ 3.5⇥ 10�1 3.5⇥ 10�1 8.8⇥ 10�1 9.8⇥ 10�1 9.5⇥ 10�1

type of bkg z̄ > 0.4 m SDz < 0.05 m ✏vtc (dT0 > 0.03 m)5 Nfin

jj dijet 3.4⇥ 10�2 (⇤) 4.9⇥ 10�1 3.0⇥ 10�1 (7.2⇥ 10�4)5 2.8⇥ 10�2
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fake track 5.9⇥ 10�2 5.4⇥ 10�3 5.8⇥ 10�13 3.4⇥ 10�1 1.1⇥ 10�1

ggF ms = 20 GeV 9.8⇥ 10�1 8.6⇥ 10�1 1.2⇥ 10�1 2.9⇥ 10�1 4.3⇥ 106 ⇥ BR

ggFms = 50 GeV 8.9⇥ 10�1 8.6⇥ 10�1 9.0⇥ 10�2 8.0⇥ 10�1 9.5⇥ 106 ⇥ BR

TABLE I. The cut-flow table for the QCD background, fake track background and the signal. Nini and Nfin

are the event numbers with no cuts and with all cuts. These numbers correspond to integrated luminosity

of L = 3 ab�1 at HL-LHC. “5 tracks” requires each track pT > 1 GeV and at least 5 tracks arriving at

HGCAL. “✏vtc” is the total e�ciency for the vertexing-cuts without the cuts with star marks (*). The d0

cuts is calculated after applying the vertexing-cuts. For signal, the two benchmark are with X mass 20 (50)

GeV and lifetime c⌧X = 1 m.

In Table I, Nini and Nfin are the initial event numbers and the final event number after the cuts

in the table. The column “5 tracks” comes from the requirement that at least 5 tracks arriving at

HGCAL. For signal, it has two parts, the first part is the geometric probability for at least one X

to decay within |z| < 1.5 m and the second part is the e�ciency for tracks to arrive at HGCAL.

For QCD background and fake track background, they only have the geometrical e↵ect.

3
For a general discussion on e↵ectiveness of time-delay variable for a broad class of LLP signatures, see Ref. [20].
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Independence Check is Necessary

• Independence check

• ~1 independent, >1 conservative

• In summary, ≥ 1 is conservative for bkg estimation

• QCD bkg: impact parameter cuts are independent?


• Should be, because they are from angular resolution smearing
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Independence Check
• QCD bkg: impact parameter for tracks are independent


• angular resolution smearing is independent for each track



Xiao-Ping Wang, Argonne National Lab

The Preliminary Results for HL-LHC

• ggF result: with/without high HT trigger requirement


• VBF result: standard VBF trigger

Thank you!
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FIG. 1. The projected sensitivity for Higgs decays to long-lived particles with an existing VBF

trigger for VBF channel (left panel) and a displaced track trigger for the ggF channel (right panel)

at HL-LHC as a function of proper lifetime of X using our proposed HGCAL LLP search. The

displaced track trigger has two kind of assumptions. The solid line on the top of the shaded region

has the HT > 100 GeV cut, while the solid line on the bottom of the shaded region has no HT

cut applied. The existing limits for BR(h ! XX) are from ATLAS prompt VH study [39], muon

spectrometer study [40] and calorimeter study [13] respectively at 13 TeV Run-2, shown as the

dotted, dashed and dash-dotted curves, respectively.

displaced track trigger, enabled by the trigger system from HGCAL. The sensitivity reaches

for HL-LHC are given as a function of the proper lifetime of X, shown in Fig. 1 . The best

reach for VBF channel is about O(10�4) for SM Higgs decay branching ratio at lifetime of

c⌧X ⇠ 0.1–1 meters, while for the ggF channel it is about O(10�5–10�6) for similar lifetime.

Alternatively, for an LLP with c⌧X ⇠ 103 meters, the HGCAL based search should be able to

probe BR(h ! XX) down to a few ⇥10�4(10�2) for the ggF (VBF) channels, respectively.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. IIA, we briefly discuss the signal model and the

trigger for the signal. In Sec. II C, we introduce the generation of signal and SM background.

In Sec. III, the distributions of kinematic variables are discussed, and the corresponding cuts

are applied. Finally, our conclusion is presented in Sec. V.


